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Interactive, unique and never far from downright bizarre, one has to experience first-hand the work of Reactor.
The mere thought of the work of this Nottingham based collective is likely to intrigue. It did me, so off I trundled to the Reactor studios for their most recent event Function, part of Nottingham's You Are Here Festival. The directions I was given to the studios inspired curiosity to say the least. Told to look for a guy on Arkwright Street with a question mark above his head. Look there I did, and sure enough there he was. Anticipation was rife as I was lead with the other equally bemused visitors by the question mark man towards an inconspicuous door, into a maze of converted studio rooms.
The function session was punctuated by a variety of events, including an interactive performance piece and an auction of various obscure objects and culminating in the musical fest of Sound Jam, where all contributed to the performance. A particular highlight came in the form of "The stunt bike event" billed as "... a motorbike stunt display team, without the stunts, display or team ..." It made me wonder if they are responsible for the "genuine" air guitar I recently saw up for auction on Ebay.
The fundamental basis of Reactor's work is the stimulation of interaction so that not only do you perceive but you also take part. The moment you step into their manipulated space, you become part of the artwork. Your participation is integral to the success of the event and you can influence its progress and evolution through your actions.
Function served as a testing ground for works that will be used at the Angel Row Gallery in August. Stressed by the artists as an event rather than an exhibition, Toy and Dismantle will allow the visitor full involvement in the progression of the work. The opening night is unique in that installations will only be partly constructed. A series of events will guide the visitors to progress the construction, to immerse themselves in the "chain of activity" until the ritual dismantling of the closing "ceremony".
At present, show content is still being decided by experimentation, but activities may include radio controlled paint cars, which can be controlled by the audience, areas where the outdoors can be sampled indoors and alternative puppet shows. The artists will be present to encourage exploration.
In beguiling, but suitably creative PR speak: the visitor is forewarned to "expect the unexpected". If you are to expect something, it is something unique. On the surface the principles may seem pretentious, but Rector inject an element of self-aware wit that grounds the work. As a mergence of installation and performance, you are encourages to participate in the removal of the physical space that divides art from viewer. If that doesn't make you curious, you won't like it anyway.
